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ABSTRACT 
 
Individual cooperative building-construction is a mode formed spontaneously by 
folks for satisfying residents themselves. On one hand, this mode of 
building-construction received full attention of society since it appeared, because of 
the low price of building. On the other hand, due to the loose structure, this mode of 
building-construction faces many juristical and operational problems now. There are 
rarely successful cases except for Wenzhou and Guangzhou. This essay analyze the 
four important juristical risks it faces, in order to regulate the system of individual 
cooperative building-construction through the path of housing- cooperative 
legislation. 
The essay consists of three chapters. The first chapter describes the conception 
and characters of individual cooperative building-construction, the differences among 
individual cooperative building-construction, traditional housing cooperative, 
funds-collection of building-construction, and joint-construction. The operating 
mechanism and significance of this mode were analyzed too. In addition, I analyzed 
the feasibity from two aspects, qualification to obtain land useright and technical facet 
of building-construction. 
The second chapter contains analysis of the juristical risks which the individual 
cooperative building-construction faces and comparative study abroad on cooperative 
building-construction system. In this chapter, four major juristical risks above were 
discussed, including the lack of legal regulations, the confusion on the nature of its 
subject, the difficulty of fund raising, and problems on decision-making. Through the 
comparative study of cooperative building-construction systems in Sweden, Germany, 
American, England, Japan and so on, I tried to find a way to cope with the juristical 
risks and regulate the system of individual cooperative building-construction. 
The third chapter contains the measures and legislative proposals to cope with 
the juristical risks which individual cooperative building-construction faces. On the 
basic analysis in the second chapter, legislative advice was proposed to cope with the 
four major juristical risks specially. It accord with the situation of our country to 
amond the unreasonable clause of “Temporary provisions on building association in 
















the risks and regulate the system of individual cooperative building-construction 
through the path of housing- cooperative legislation. 
The weak point herein lies in: The legislating proposals is not carried on the 
basic` of practicing, its effectiveness and operability need further demonstration and 
observation; The comparative study abroad is not enough and integrated too. 
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